Question 13
Section 16.3.8 Buffer Strip, calls for “....minimum 4 foot wide colored and imprinted buffer strip along the back of the eastbound curb line.” While Section 18.3.3 Curbs, calls for “....a 4.5 foot wide imprinted concrete shelf between the curb and shared use path or sidewalk.”
Which one is correct?
Is imprinted shelf/buffer strip required for entire alignment?
**Answer:**
The imprinted concrete shelf/buffer strip shall be 4 feet from the back edge of curb. The shelf/buffer strip is required for entire length of the project. This has been clarified in the Final RFP.

Question 14
Section 18.3.2 requires the DB to “...determine turning bay lengths, .....to achieve a minimum LOS ‘C’ at Southern Blvd, a minimum LOS ‘B’ at Lake Avenue and a minimum LOS ‘B’ at Gibbs Pond Road.”
Does this refer to overall intersection LOS, approach LOS, or movement LOS?
**Answer:**
The LOS refers to the overall LOS of the intersection. This has been clarified in the Final RFP.

Question 15
Will the median opening at the Town of Smithtown Highway department driveway be eliminated under this project?
**Answer:**
Yes, the median opening at the Town of Smithtown Highway department driveway is to be eliminated. This will be included by addendum.

Question 16
DB Part 3 Section 11.3.4 indicates the required areas for planting in the raised median. Does the 43,000 sf for the segment between Terry Rd and Southern Blvd include (or exclude) median areas which may be planted under PIN 0054.22 (DB Contract D90014)?
**Answer:**
The median planting requirements do not include areas which will be planted under PIN 0054.22 (DB Contract D90014)

Question 17
Has or will utility mark out been performed?
**Answer:**
No utility mark-outs will be done. Utility information, including the Subsurface Utility Designating Plan, has been posted as reference documents.